Exploration and Conquest
in the Americas

A Thematic Guide

INTRODUCTION
This curriculum was created by the University of New Mexico Latin American & Iberian Institute
as the first of a series of workshops on or related to exploration and the conquistadores, cultural
exchange, European and Indigenous encounters, and food. This specific curriculum focuses on
discussing matters relevant to teaching about Columbus, rethinking how we present Columbus to
our students, and providing teaching resources and lesson plans on Christopher Columbus. The
curriculum provides resources and information that encourage teachers to rethink the traditional
or standard story/history of Columbus, and the ramifications that Columbus’ explorations had on
the Americas.
The following unit is divided into three primary curriculum categories: Introductory Activities, Content Activities, and Closure Activities. The content activities have been organized into the following
categories: Book Studies, Pictorial Input Charts, Reflective Reading and Writing Activities, Primary
Source Activities, Writing Activities, and Music and Art Connections. The unit is designed so that all
of the activities can be used in their entirety, or teachers can pick and choose the activities that best
meet the needs of their curriculum and students. The majority of the activities can be adapted so
that they can be used for all ages. At times a teacher may need to simplify or expand on the content
or the expectations of the activity so that it is relevant for his or her particular grade level. Activities
that are specific to a middle or high school have been listed at the end of the curriculum under that
specific heading
The teacher resource book Rethinking Columbus: The Next 500 Years (2nd ed.) has been the foundation for putting this curriculum project together. The resource book is easily accessible—it can be
ordered online from multiple sources and often can be found at public and university libraries. Many
of the activities are taken directly from that book or adapted from ideas in the book. When activities
are taken from the book, we provide specific citation information and draw attention to that page by
highlighting it with a blue bar along the right-hand margin. Due to copyright issues the referenced
sections cannot be provided in their entirety; pages numbers are provided to guide teachers to the
correct section in the resource book. From this point forward, Rethinking Columbus: The Next 500
Years (2nd ed.) will be abbreviated as “RTC”. If you decide to use the copyrighted excerpts, please
respect the original author’s copyright restrictions.
Other activities have been taken from various resources and citations have been provided accordingly. Yet other activities are ideas original to this curriculum, and graphic organizers or other materials have been created to illustrate them. For a complete list of resources used within this guide,
please see the Works Cited list found at the end of this document.
If you find this material useful, we encourage you to visit the Latin American & Iberian Institute’s
website (http://laii.unm.edu/outreach) to access the following relevant resources:
• an electronic copy of this curriculum project;
• information pertaining to the subsequent workshops offered in this series; and,
• other Latin American-oriented K-12 teaching resources.

LATIN AMERICAN & IBERIAN INSTITUTE
Because of the geographic location and unique cultural history of New Mexico, the University of
New Mexico (UNM) has emphasized Latin American Studies since the early 1930s. In 1979, the Latin
American & Iberian Institute (LAII) was founded to coordinate Latin American programs on campus.
Designated a National Resource Center (NRC) by the U.S. Department of Education, the LAII offers
academic degrees, supports research, provides development opportunities for faculty, and coordinates an outreach program that reaches diverse constituents. In addition to the Latin American
Studies (LAS) degrees offered, the LAII supports Latin American studies in departments and professional schools across campus by awarding student fellowships and providing funds for faculty and
curriculum development.
The LAII’s mission is to create a stimulating environment for the production and dissemination of
knowledge of Latin America and Iberia at UNM. We believe our goals are best pursued by efforts
to build upon the insights of more than one academic discipline. We support research from the humanities and social sciences, as well as the natural sciences, health sciences, and other professional
schools. Therefore when allocating materials and human resources, we give special consideration to
broadly interdisciplinary projects that promote active collaboration from different schools, colleges,
and/or departments.
The LAII works closely with the K-12 community to help integrate Latin American content materials
into New Mexico classrooms across grade levels and subject areas. As part of this effort, the LAII
provides educators with professional development workshops, a database of teacher-designed lesson plans, and related programs.
For more comprehensive information about the LAII and its resources for K-12 teaching related to
the Americas, contact:
University of New Mexico
Latin American & Iberian Institute
801 Yale Boulevard NE
MSC02 1690
1 University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Phone: (505) 277-2961
Fax: (505) 277-5989
Email: laii@unm.edu
Web: http://laii.unm.edu
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INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES
There are multiple ways to begin this unit depending upon how you want to contextualize it and
how much time you have. In the curriculum guide Rethinking Columbus (RTC), Bob Peterson
suggests beginning this unit with a series of Anti-Stereotype Curriculum activities. For more in
depth discussion of this, see RTC pp. 36-38. You could also begin with a modified version of a
K-W-L as taken from Guided Language Acquisition Design (GLAD) strategies. Another possibility
is to begin with the “Discovery” Activity discussed in RTC, p. 17. The following is a brief description of these introductory activities You can choose to do one, two or all three, depending on your
preference and time. The purpose for all of these is to focus, motivate, and engage students while
activating prior knowledge and providing you with an informal assessment of students’ familiarity
with the subject.
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Anti-Stereotype Curriculum: All Ages
This activity comes directly from Bob Peterson’s article “Columbus and Native Issues in the Elementary Classroom” in RTC, pp. 35-41. The following is an extended direct citation (RTC, pp. 36-38) from
the RTC article, with the exception of the italicized notes which have been added as elaborations.
The article in its entirety is a great resource, and highly recommended.
Process
1. Show the DVD “Unlearning “Indian” Stereotypes”. This is approximately 12 minutes and comes
with a teacher’s guide. It was originally produced by the Council on Interracial Books for Children, 1977, as a film strip. It was re-released as a DVD in 2008. The cost for the DVD and Teacher’s Guide is $19.95 from Rethinking Schools website.
2. Ask students if they know any “Indian” person and what that person is like. Note: This part is
up to the discretion of the teacher. The purpose is for students to vocalize stereotypes that they
may have, but don’t realize are stereotypes (yet). It may also serve to show that many students
think “Indian” is synonymous with the past, or cartoons, as they won’t be able to share about a
person they know. In schools/classrooms where there is a Native population and there are Native students in the class, this activity may need to be re-framed or omitted depending upon how
students may react to this.
3. Explain the word “stereotype” as a mistaken idea about how a whole group of people think, behave, or dress. Give an example that does not relate to American Indians, such as the view by
some that girls can’t be good baseball players, or boys can’t cook.
4. Explain what’s wrong with stereotypes—that they are not only factually wrong, but that they’re
hurtful. Talk with students about why they are harmful. Give examples such as a coach having
a stereotype about girls: that they can’t play baseball well. That could easily lead to the coach
discriminating against and not letting them be on the team. It can also prevent girls from having
the opportunity to play and practice, making the stereotype self-fulfilling.
5. Concretely explain some stereotypes, and try to make analogies with children’s own experiences. For example, explain that some native nations used feathers for ceremonial purposes,
but that many others did not. Ask the children how their family dresses for special occasions and
ceremonies, such as weddings. Point out that it’s a stereotype to think that all people of their
ethnic background always dress as if they were at a wedding. Likewise, it’s a stereotype to think
that all Indians dress with feathers all the time.
6. As part of a class discussion, list common stereotypes about Native Americans. Have children
identify the stereotypes as they are used in Thanksgiving greeting cards, alphabet and counting
books, history books, or children’s books on Columbus. In RTC p. 36 Peterson provides a stereotype checklist that can be used as a guide for a list your class could create.
7. Explain how these stereotypes are used to make Indians seem inferior or less than human.
Don’t limit your critiques to textbooks. Some of the most common stereotypes are in alphabet
books that have “I for Indian” or in children’s favorites such as “Clifford’s Halloween” by Normal
Bridwell in which Clifford uses a feather head dress to dress up as in Indian; or Maurice Sendak’s “Alligators All Around,” in which the alligators are “imitating Indians” by wearing feather
headdresses, carrying tomahawks, and smoking pipes. Also look at the stereotypes in society
at large, such as in the names of sports teams or cars or mascots for schools. Talk about the
Cleveland Indians, or the Jeep Cherokee, or Winnebago motor homes. Ask if the children know
Latin American & Iberian Institute
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other cars or sports teams named after nationality groups. If not, why are Indians singled out?
Have students reflect on how such stereotypes hurt Indians and distort other people’s images of
them and their rich cultures.
8. Use the article “Human Beings Are Not Mascots” (from RTC, p. 131) about people fighting against
Indian “mascots” to start a discussion on what people can do to fight stereotypes.
9. In books that children bring to class, whether from home or library, consistently point out and
discuss any stereotypes. As we model such thinking and give children the opportunity to think
on their own—“Did you notice any stereotypes in that story?”—children will improve their ability to think critically.
10. Videotape a Columbus or Thanksgiving special from TV or choose most any Thanksgiving or Columbus filmstrip or videotape from a school curriculum collection. Watch it with your students
and critique it together.
11. Have students make posters about common stereotypes of various groups of people. Have the
children explain how the stereotypes hurt people. I have found that as children start learning
about stereotypes, they often generalize and think everything is a stereotype: that all pictures
of native people in traditional dress or any picture of a woman as a nurse are stereotypes. One
way to deal with this is to get children to teach others about stereotypes—by explaining their
posters, doing short presentations or skits.
12. Use quality books to show how contemporary native people live and look.
13. Invite Native American adults into your classroom to talk about their jobs and family and how
they feel about how Native Americans have been treated.
14. Have children think about a time in their lives when they fought against something that wasn’t
fair. Explain how native peoples have fought for what is “fair”—their land and way of life.
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GLAD K-W-L Observation and Inquiry Chart
The following two activities are designed for all ages.

Version One: Columbus and Exploration
Preparation
Google images related to your unit on Columbus and/or exploration. Print off various images that
are the most thought provoking and interesting. You only need one copy of each image. Glue
each image to a large piece of paper—construction paper glued together vertically or long strips of
butcher paper. You will divide your class into small groups and provide each group with a copy of an
image. An example image of the completed exercise is included on the following page.
Process
1. Explain to students that they are going to be working in small groups. Each group will rotate
around the room to each table. One person will need to be the secretary at each table—they can
take turns doing this job. At each table there will be an image. As a group they will look at the
image and discuss the questions “What do you see?” “What do you think is happening?” “How
does this picture make you feel?” Then, the secretary will record their answers to the question. You could also put a pad of sticky notes at each table and have students record their own
thoughts and stick them on the paper when they’re done, instead of having a secretary. Be sure
to explain to students that they will have a set amount of time at each picture—usually about 5
minutes, but to be determined by the teacher. Explain that you will give students a signal at the
end of each 5 minutes and students will rotate to the next image at the next table, until they
have rotated through all of the images.
2. Place one image glued onto paper at each table group with one marker (and sticky notes if you
are using them). Begin the activity, rotating students through each image at 5-minute increments.
3. Hang up or post all of the images with comments. Discuss each image, giving students time to
share and respond to what they posted. Keep these posted throughout the unit, allowing students to revisit them, or discuss them as they learn more about the unit and possibly the images.
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Version Two: Columbus and Exploration
Preparation
Google images related to your unit on Columbus and/or exploration. Print off the TWO that are the
most thought provoking and interesting. You only need one copy of each image. Glue each image
to a large piece of paper—butcher paper or large poster board work best. Underneath one image
write the question: What do you know about Christopher Columbus? (or exploration, explorers,
etc—whatever relates most closely to your unit). Underneath the other image write the question:
What do you want to know about Christopher Columbus? (or whatever your focus is).
Process
1. Hang the images on the board so that all students can see them. Read the questions out loud
and make sure that students understand them. Then give each student a few sticky notes and
ask them to answer each question—If possible color code the notes—one color for what you
know, another color for what you’d like to know. As students finish, have them stick their questions to the appropriate paper.
2. When all students are done, read their comments out loud and discuss them. As their comments
are addressed throughout the unit, refer back to the two charts.
3. Keep these posted in the room throughout the unit. At the end of the unit, you can go back to
their comments on “What do you want to know about ____________________?” as one means
of review and closure.
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“Discovery” Activity
This activity, designed for all ages, is taken from Bigelow’s article “Discovering Columbus: Re-reading
the Past” in RTC (pp. 17-21). See the article for a more detailed discussion of activity.
Preparation
Ask a student ahead of time if you can use his backpack, purse, desk, etc. for a demonstration. Be
sure to let him know that he must keep it a secret for it to work.
Process
At the beginning of class, ‘steal’ the student’s purse, backpack etc. Announce that it is yours because you have it, you found it. A few, if not all, of the students will protest, saying they saw you
take it. Reiterate that it is yours, you have it in your hands, that makes it yours. Begin going through
the things pointing out that all of these items are yours. Some students will likely continue to protest
that it is not yours. Ask them “How do you know that this isn’t mine?” Continue with questions like:
“If we had a test on the contents of the purse, who would do better, student or I?” “Whose labor
earned the money that bought the things in the purse, mine or student?” These are obvious questions with obvious answers.
Ask one last question: “What if I said I discovered this purse, then would it be mine?” Students will
likely respond no, so follow up with “So, why do we say that Columbus discovered America?” This
activity could continue into a discussion of how to define “discovery” or a more explicit means of
vocabulary instruction. For a more discussion-based lesson, (probably more appropriate for upper
elementary grades) as a class create a definition that works for everyone and keep it posted in the
room. Use the following questions to guide the discussion: Does discovery mean to find? If you
discover something, does it mean that no one else has ever found/seen it? Or does it mean that it is
new to you? Is there any relationship between discovery and ownership?
You could also segue way to a more systematic form of vocabulary instruction. The following is
based upon a vocabulary instruction strategy used in Guided Language Acquisition Development
(GLAD). It could be used here, or any other time that fits appropriately with your unit. It can be
used with the word “discovery” and for any other word that is central to your unit. Pictures have
been provided to offer a visual of what is being described for those not familiar with GLAD instruction. For more information about GLAD instruction and strategies, visit the Project G.L.A.D. website:
http://www.projectglad.com/.
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“Discovery” Vocabulary Instruction
Preparation
Create a large table—butcher paper works best. It will have as many rows as you have words (or
as many rows as you can fit on your paper) and 4 or 5 columns depending upon whether you use
the last one. The titles of the columns are: WORD, PREDICTION, FINAL MEANING, ORAL SENTENCE,
and possibly PICTURE OR CLUES. The picture on the following page illustrates this activity. Some
teachers also include a column for the Spanish (or other language) word, which can be especially
useful in a multi-lingual classroom. Write the word “discovery” in the first column of the first row.
Underneath “discovery” (same row, same column) ,write an H and NH. The chart is typically colorcoded by column.
Here, you’ve already introduced students to the word “discovery,” but they haven’t really discussed
what they think it means, so you want to start there.
Process: Day One
1. Pre-assessment: Ask students to raise their hand if they’ve heard the word discovery before today. Count the number of students who have heard the word and write this number next to the
H. Ask students to raise their hand if they’ve never heard the word discovery. Count the number
of students and write this number next to NH. This serves as an informal assessment tool for you
to gauge students’ familiarity with this word.
2. Predictions: Instruct students to turn to their tablemates, small group, or a partner and come
up with their prediction for the definition of the word discovery—what they think it means. If
students are unfamiliar with the word prediction, be sure to discuss that first. Give students one
minute to discuss.
3. Give a predetermined silent signal for students to come back to whole group and ask students
to take turns sharing their predictions. You can use this as an opportunity for language fluency,
encouraging them to create complete sentences that start with “We predict discovery means...”
As students share, write their predictions on the chart.
4. Signal Movement: The next step is to create a signal movement that ‘shows’ the word. You can
teach the students one that you have in mind, or ask them for help in creating it and see what
they come up with. Once students know the movement, they practice doing the movement
while saying the word. If you want students to create the move, but don’t think they have a
strong enough understanding of the word, you can postpone the signal movement until after
the “Final Meaning” on Day Two. If adhering to GLAD strategy, your vocabulary instruction for
the day would stop there. The following day you would introduce the Final Meaning, and do the
introduction, prediction, and movement for the next word. How you do this is up to you.
5. Final Meaning Day Two: Write the final meaning of the word on the chart under the appropriate
column. Read the definition out loud and discuss it in comparison to their predictions. Give a
couple of examples of how one could use this word in the sentence. This is also a good opportunity to discuss parts of speech—writing noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc. underneath the word
you are discussing.
6. Oral Sentence: Give students one minute to come up with a sentence using the word correctly
and share that sentence with a table partner. After one minute, signal for students to come back
to whole group, and have each student share his/her sentence. Correct the student if necessary
and help them to fix the sentence and say it again.
Latin American & Iberian Institute
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7. Then, you would introduce the next new word, starting the process all over again.
8. Review: Each day review the words from the chart, practicing the signal movement, and letting
a few students offer a sample sentence.

Below is an example image of the completed exercise.
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CONTENT ACTIVITIES
The following activities are to be used after the unit has been introduced to students. There are a
range of activities presented, with some more appropriate for certain age groups than others. The
following activities have been created so that teachers can pick and choose the activities that meet
their needs and time constraints, as many classrooms may not have the time to complete all of
them. Many of the activities are taken directly from other curriculums or teacher resource guides
and are cited to give the respective authors their credit. Others are activities that have been created as extensions that build upon these cited resources and curriculum guides, and then some are
original to this curriculum project. The following activities have been organized by the following
subheadings: Book Studies, Pictorial Input Charts, Reflective Reading and Writing Activities, Primary
Source Activities, Writing Activities, and Music and Art Connections.
These activities can stand on their own as a unit, or they can be used in combination with a Social
Studies/History text book curriculum that focuses on explorers or Christopher Columbus.
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CONTENT ACTIVITIES:
BOOK STUDIES
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Morning Girl: A Novel Study
This activity is based upon the following book:
Dorris, Michael. (1992). Morning Girl. New York: Hyperion.
ISBN-10: 078681358X; ISBN-13: 978-0786813582
Morning Girl is a novel that can be used in a variety of ways. It can be used as a Read Aloud novel
study, small group guided reading, or a class guided reading novel if you have enough copies of the
book. This activity doesn’t necessarily need to be the first activity that you do, but as a guidedreading activity it is better to start it early on in the unit. If you do, try to read a little each day so
that your students absorb the information from the novel sooner rather than later. It is a short book
(only 74 pages), so it could easily be read in a week or two depending upon how much time you
devote to the activities and guided reading questions.
The book is divided into nine chapters. The chapters alternate between the sister’s point of view
and the brother’s point of view. Because of this, it makes the most sense to read two chapters in
one sitting.
Below I’ve included Character Map Activities, Guided Reading Questions and Writing Activities that
can be used to accompany the book. The Writing Activities are interspersed within the Guided Reading Questions because they are connected to specific chapters of the story.

Activity One: Character Map
One possible ongoing activity is to have your students create character maps of the two main characters: Morning Girl and Star Boy. These could be started after the first two chapters, then added to
throughout the rest of the story. When the class has finished the entire story and completed their
character maps, the activity could be extended further. Using their character maps, students can fill
out a Venn diagram comparing and contrasting Morning Girl and Star Boy. If you would like to extend it further, students can use their Venn diagram to write a two paragraph compare and contrast
essay about the two characters. Depending upon the grade level of your students, you may need to
provide a template or model sentences to guide students in how to write appropriately structured
paragraphs for a compare and contrast essay. Another option is to do the character maps, Venn diagram, and compare and contrast essay as a whole class. This could be especially helpful if students
are new to any of these activities. This would provide the opportunity to model these activities using a read aloud book.
The link below connects to a more interactive character map that students can fill out online—cutting and pasting images, shading shapes depending upon what they relate to, etc. It is a great way to
teach character mapping and computer skills, but obviously requires access to computers. It could
be used as a small group activity that students rotate through if you have classroom computers. For
those teachers who have RtI (Response to Intervention) blocks, this could also be an activity appropriate for that time—it could be used as either a remedial or enrichment activity depending upon
the grade level of your students and the expectations you set for the assignment. It could also be offered as an extra credit activity if your students have access to computers outside of the classroom.
http://www.microsoft.com/education/en-us/teachers/plans/Pages/character-mapping.aspx
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Activity Two: Guided Reading Questions
The following questions can be used in multiple ways, in part depending upon how you are using the
book. They can be cut and pasted into a sheet of questions that students fill out; they can be used
as oral comprehension questions that you ask students to assess and guide their comprehension; or
they can be used to create a comprehension test. I’ve divided the questions up by chapter and provided the page number that the question is connected to so that they can be used as chapter review,
or oral comprehension questions that you ask throughout the chapter. The italicized, indented text
below indicates sample answers to each question. I’ve also included various writing activities that
can be used as quick writes, or activities to encourage students to make real life connections.
Chapter One (p. 1-6)
1. What does it mean when Morning Girl says “Father taught me to swim on land, careful as a turtle”? Why would it be important for Morning Girl to learn to “swim on land”? Use the context
clues in the sentences before and after this one to help you answer. [Page 2]
Turtles are part of nature, they blend in. As someone who lives so closely with nature, it’s
important that Morning Girl blend in as well. She says that she “steps gently. . .so that the
sounds I make will blend in with the rustle of the world.” Turtles are also quiet. Morning
Girl writes that “You’ll see more if you’re quiet” and “things don’t hide or wait for you to
pass. And it’s more polite”. Morning Girl will see more if she’s quiet and respectful of nature. It’s one way of surviving without harming the environment.
2. What are the patterns that her brother sees in the sky—what would we call them? [Page 2]
Constellations
3. If her parents named her Morning Girl, based on her description of her brother, what do you
think they might name him? [Page 3]
Night Boy, Nighttime Boy, Evening Boy. In the next chapter we do find out what his parents
name him—His name is Star Boy
4. Who are the “ghosts” that Mother and Father are talking about? [Page 4]
Their two children—Morning Girl and Star Boy, who are waking them up with all of their
talking when they would rather still be sleeping.
5. Based on what you’ve read so far, do you think Morning Girl and her Brother are close? Why
or why not? Explain your answer with details from the story. The answer to this question will
change throughout the story, especially by the end. This would be a good question to keep coming back to, or map out how their relationship progresses throughout the story. [Pages 3-6]
At the beginning of the story they do not seem to be close. Morning Girl talks about how
different they are and that “It’s as though time is split between us, and we only pass by
each other as the sun rises or sets” (p. 3). Morning Girl also talks about how her mother
says that one day Morning Girl and Star Boy will be friends. Morning Girl also doesn’t seem
to be very patient with her younger brother (p. 4), and possibly a little competitive.
Chapter Two (p. 7-12)
1. What lesson about nature does Star Boy share that he has learned? [Page 8]
Star Boy has learned that “the more you watch, the more you see”—the more you pay attention to what is around you, the more you are going to notice and learn.
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2. What does Star Boy say that he doesn’t like? How does he deal with this when he feels it? [Pages
8-9]
Star Boy doesn’t like nothing—like when there is nothing to hear, nothing to see, nothing
to touch. He seems to be describing a time when he feels very detached from the world.
He deals with this by using all of his senses to bring him back—Hearing—he sings his father’s song; Touch—rubbing his fingers together; Taste—the salt water.
3. What is Morning Girl’s brother’s new name? Why do they name him this? [Page 11]
His new name is Star Boy. They name him this because he likes the night time, especially
looking at the stars in the night sky.

Activity Three: Writing Activity
Quick Write at the end of chapter two.
Do you have any siblings? Are you the oldest or the youngest? How do you feel about your big/little
brother(s) or sister(s)? Do you think it’s better to be the youngest or the oldest? Why? If you don’t
have any siblings, do you want any? Would you rather be the youngest or the oldest? Why?
Chapter 3 (p. 13-22)
1. How does Morning Girl describe Star Boy? [Page 14-15]
She describes him as the one who messes everything up—the one who leaves the footprints on the smooth sand of the beach. He does everything at the wrong time—laughing,
talking, interrupting, etc. He jumps, he kicks, he digs, he makes messes, etc.
2. What does Morning Girl think of the new sister? What does Star Boy think of the new sister?
[Pages 16-18]
Morning Girl is very excited about the new sister. Star Boy is not so sure he wants a new
sister if she’s going to be just like Morning Girl.
3. How does the relationship between Morning Girl and Star Boy change by the end of this chapter? [Pages 20-22]
When they hear about the death of their little sister, both children are afraid - Morning Girl
sees this in her brother, but also realizes that she and her brother are more alike than she
realized. She sees him as more than just the little child who always annoyed her. At the
end of the chapter, she’s not jealous of the attention her brother gets anymore.
Chapter 4 (p. 23-29)
1. What is Star Boy doing at the beginning of the chapter? [Page 23-24]
He is hiding by pretending to be a rock.
2. Do we know why he is hiding? [Page 24]
We don’t know all the details yet, but we get a hint when he says, “I wondered if the other
rocks all around me had made mistakes, too” (p.24).
3. What mistake did Star Boy make? How do we find out? [Pages 25-26]
Star Boy’s mother is talking out loud, while looking for Star Boy. She says that Star Boy
wouldn’t leave without saying good-bye “even if he had made a mistake, even if he had
played in his father’s canoe and then forgotten to pull it high enough up the beach so that
the tide would not carry it away” (p. 25). Star Boy has played with his father’s canoe and
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let it drift away.
4. Why does Star Boy turn from a rock back into a boy? [Pages 27-29]
Starboy hears his father talking out loud about how his canoe has been found and there
was no damage done, and that he could always replace his canoe but not his son, so now
Star Boy knows he will not be in trouble. Then, his father says that Morning Girl admitted
to losing the canoe, that’s when Star Boy jumps up and takes responsibility for losing the
canoe.
5. Do you think that Star Boy’s mother, father, and sister all realized he was curled up pretending
to be a rock when they were looking for him? Why? [Pages 27-29]
Yes, because all of them stop right next to Star Boy and start talking out loud, saying things
that they think Star Boy needs to hear.
6. How has the relationship between Star Boy and Morning Girl changed by the end of this chapter? [Pages 27-29]
Star Boy realizes that his sister loves him, and Morning Girl realizes that she really loves
her little brother. She worries about him when he goes to hide and even admits to losing
the canoe to cover for him.

Chapter 5 (p. 30-36)
1. What does Morning Girl want to know at the beginning of this chapter? [Pages 30-33]
Morning Girl wants to know what she looks like.
2. Why is she asking so many questions? What does she not have that we do have today? [Pages
30-33]
Morning Girl is asking so many questions because she has no way of knowing what she
looks like—they don’t have mirrors like we do.
3. How does her mother explain and describe to her how she looks—what does she do physically?
[Pages 32-34]
Her mother takes one of Morning Girl’s hands and places it on Morning Girl’s face and then
places her other hand on her mother’s face. She guides her hand over her face and tells
Morning Girl to compare what she feels on her own face to what she feels and sees on her
mother’s face.
4. How does Morning Girl finally see what she looks like? [Pages 35-36]
Morning Girl finally sees what she looks like by looking into the eyes of her father and seeing her reflection in his eyes.

Activity Four: Writing Activity
Sketch and Listen
Re-read out loud pages 32-34 where Morning Girl’s mother is describing what she looks like. Give
each student a piece of blank white paper. Re-read the same section again. Then, tell students to
sketch what they think Morning Girl looks like based on the description. Re-read the section again,
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if students need to hear parts over. Give students the time to color in their drawings and then share
them with the class. Discuss the students’ different interpretations.
Chapter 6 (p. 37-44)
1. Was it day or night when the storm hit? How do you know? [Page 37-38]
It was night. Star Boy says that he was outside studying the sky and watched as the stars
were drowned by the storm (p.38).
2. What kind of natural disaster is Star Boy describing? What is he caught in? [Page 38-40]
Star Boy is describing a hurricane.
3. How does Star Boy describe the hurricane? [Page 41-42]
Star Boy describes the hurricane as if it is someone or something trying to beat him up:
“I was being pushed, shoved, a giant fist at my back and beneath my knees. . . .all I knew
was water and movement that slammed and hissed and screamed by name. . .” (p. 41)
“The wind was angry that I had discovered how to stop myself. It slapped my cheeks and
banged my head and pulled at my elbows. . .” (p.42).
4. How does Star Boy stay safe during the hurricane? What saves him? [Page 41-42]
Star Boy gets stuck in a tree and hangs on to it throughout the hurricane.
5. Who does Star Boy visit with during the storm? [Page 43]
Star boy visits with his grandfather’s spirit.

Chapter 7 (p. 45-53)
1. What do they do after the storm? What does Father decide they should do? [Page 47-48]
They don’t immediately start to work and rebuild everything. Father decides that this is a
chance to be happy together, to dance, make music, play games, and share food. It was a
time to celebrate that no one had been killed in the storm.
2. What does Star Boy do that causes so much trouble? [Page 48-49]
Star Boy races into the area where they are holding the celebration and immediately begins to grab food, acting like a young child, and doing whatever he wants. Star Boy is
mocked by his uncle for acting so inappropriately.
3. What happens that lets us know that the relationship between Star Boy and Morning Girl has
changed? [Page 50-51]
When Star Boy is mocked, he is quite stunned and embarrassed, but Morning Girl does not
make him stand alone, embarrassed and the center of attention. Instead, she begins to act
just like he did, running around and grabbing food. She does this to make him feel better,
to take attention away from what he had done. Morning Girl shows that she loves her
brother and feels loyalty to him by sticking up for him.
4. What does Star Boy call Morning Girl at the end of the chapter? What does this new name
mean? [Page 53]
Star Boy calls his sister “The One Who Stands Beside” because she had not made him endure the humiliation of being reprimanded and mocked by their uncle alone.
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Chapter 8 (p. 54-61)
1. Who does Star Boy get upset with first? Why? [Page 54-55]
First, Star Boy gets upset with his best friend, Red Feathers because he teases him about
the scene the day before at the celebration.
2. Who does he get upset with next? Why? What does he do? [Page 56-57]
Next Star Boy gets upset with his father because he feels like his father is also teasing him
about the day before.

Chapter 9 (p. 62-72)
1. How do you know that Morning Girl’s family really cares about each other? How do they demonstrate this? [Page 62-67]
When someone is in trouble, they all try and help. They all worry about Star Boy and all
try and get him to come home. No one really rests until he’s back.
2. Two things happen in the morning when Morning Girl leaves her home that make her feel better.
What are they? [Page 67-68]
First, Morning Girl decides that she will give her new sister a name—She Listens. Then,
Morning Girl finds a perfect conch shell that would be perfect for Star Boy’s collection.
Both things that make her happy are related to her siblings.
3. What does Morning Girl see when she’s swimming? How does she describe it? [Page 68]
Morning Girl sees the Spanish explorers rowing toward the shore, although she doesn’t
know who they are. She describes this as “I heard an unfamiliar and frightening sound. It
was like the panting of some giant animal, a steady, slow rhythm, dangerous and hungry.
And it was coming closer” (p.68). Note: This may be a good chance to discuss foreshadowing and/or predicting if those are appropriate skills for your class.
4. Morning Girl sees what we know to be Spanish explorers, possibly Columbus or his men. How
does she describe them? [Page 69]
She describes their dress as “The strangers had wrapped every part of their bodies with
colorful leaves and cotton. Some had decorated their faces with fur and wore shiny rocks
on their heads” (p.69). She describes them physically as “very round”.
5. How does Morning Girl treat and respond to the visitors? [Page 70-72]
Morning Girl is very friendly to the visitors. She shouts out hello and welcomes them. She
tells them where to leave their canoe and that she will go get the others. She doesn’t realize that they don’t understand her.
6. What does Columbus think of the Taíno based upon his journal entry? [Page 73-74]
Columbus thinks that they will be friendly, writing that they do not carry weapons. He
writes that they are poor, but very handsome. He thinks that they are intelligent and will
make good servants because of this. He also believes that they can be converted to Christianity quickly.
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Activity Five: Writing Activity
Think about the relationship between Morning Girl and Star Boy. What was their relationship like
at the beginning of the story? Describe it. By the end of the story their relationship has changed.
Describe what it is like now. Do you think it is better or worse at the end of the story? Why? Explain
your answer.

Activity Six: Writing Activity
At the end of the story, Morning Girl meets the Spanish explorers. How do you think the life of her
family might change now? Do you think it will change for the better or do you think it will be worse?
Why? Explain your answer.
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Morning Girl				
						

Both

• His favorite time of day is night.

Star Boy

• He wakes up late, and
goes to bed late.

• He is a boy.

• He sees things as being
upside down.

• He likes to play and sometimes
makes messes.

• He eats a lot, he is always hungry.

• They are both nervous and scared
when Mother doesn’t come home with
new baby.

• He learns he has to
grow up and start acting older.

• He gets stuck in a hurricane, but
survives by hanging onto a tree.

• He pretends to be a rock when he’s
afraid he will be in trouble.

• He’s not so sure he wants
another sister.
• They both have special names
that relate to nature and a time of
day.

• They both realize they are closer to
each other than they thought.

• They both notice things about nature.

• They have the same parents.

• They are both Taino

• Her favorite time of day is morning
• She wakes up early before
everyone else.
• She is a girl.
• She has very vibrant dreams.
• Sometimes she gets very annoyed
with Star Boy.
• She is very excited about the new sister.
• She is very curious about how she looks.
• She feels very protective of Star Boy.
• Star Boy gives her the name The One
Who Stands Beside Me.
• She is the first one to see
the Europeans.
• She thinks the Europeans look odd.
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Feelings...how are the character’s feelings
described?

Words...what kinds of things does the
character say?

What do you like
about the character?

Name of character

What do you not like
about the character?

Actions...what kinds of things does the
character do?

Appearance...what does the
character look like according to the description in the book?
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Feelings...how are the character’s feelings
described?
• She likes the aloneness of the morning.
• She gets annoyed with her little brother.
• She is excited about her new sister.
• She feels scared when her mother doesn’t come
back with the new sister.
• She worries about Star Boy when he goes away from
the house.
• She feels embarrassed by Star Boy’s actions at the
celebration, but also loyal - that’s why she runs and
yells, too.
• She’s more excited about the explorers she sees

from the shore.

Words...what kinds of things does the
character say?
• She corrects Star Boy a lot when she feels like he’s
doing something wrong.
• She asks lots of questions like when she wants to
know what she looks like.
• She says she lost the canoe when it was really Star
Boy.
• She welcomes the explorers and tells them where to
leave their canoe.

What do you like
about the character?
She sticks up for her brother. She
appreciates all of the nature
surrounding her. She is curious.

Name of character
Morning Girl

What do you not like
about the character?

Actions...what kinds of things does the
character do?

• Morning Girl gets upset with her brother when he
makes messes or is loud, she tries to correct him and
tell him how to act.
• Morning Girl walks on the beach and explores in the
morning, always trying to preserve nature.
• She tries to get her brother to come home when he
thinks he’s in trouble over the canoe.
• She sticks up for her brother at the celebration.
• She tries to welcome the explorers when she sees
them from the shore.

Appearance...what does the
character look like according to the description in the book?

The book describes Morning Girl like this “She has
a chin like a starfish, and brows like white clouds on
the horizon. Her nose works. Her cheeks swell into
mountains when she smiles. The only thing that is
right about her is her ears.” (p. 33-4).

“...faces were clear, their brows straight as canoes,
and their chins as narrow and clean as lemons...” (p.
35).
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Encounter
This activity is based on the following book:
Yolen, Jane. (1996). Encounter. Sandpiper Publishers.
ISBN-10: 015201389X ISBN-13: 978-0152013899
Encounter (1996) by Jane Yolen is a children’s book that is great for read aloud activities. If you don’t
have time for this more in-depth activity, feel free to use it just as a read aloud book.

Activity One: Sketching
1. Give each student a piece of blank white paper and ask them to fold it into fourths, so that they
end up with four squares on the paper. Explain that you are going to read a story out loud to
them. They are not going to see the pictures the first time through the story. Instead, after
you’ve read a section of the book, you are going to ask them to draw a picture of what they just
heard in one of the squares on their paper. They are going to do this 4 times (you can have them
draw as many times as you think makes sense for the story—4, 8, 10—maybe every 2 or 3 pages
they draw a picture). It doesn’t have to be colored—they can just sketch in pencil and go back
and color it at a later time. When you’ve reached a predetermined stopping point, tell students
they have 3 minutes to sketch what they just heard—the thing that sticks out to them the most,
the most interesting part, their favorite part, etc—give them whatever guidance you’d like. For
three minutes (you can adjust the time) they sketch in one of the boxes. Then, begin reading the
story again, stopping at the predetermined points, and allowing them to sketch until you’ve read
the whole story. (You can stop here if you like, waiting until the next day to finish the lesson).
2. Now, read the story out loud again. This time show students the pictures and allow them to
compare them with their own.
3. When you’ve finished the story, give students the opportunity to process either as a whole
group, small group, or with a partner how their pictures were different than the book. You could
also have students do a quick write telling how their perceptions of the story were different before they saw the pictures.
4. You can also return to their sketches the following day to allow time for students to practice
retelling the story. Using just their sketches, students have to retell the story to a partner, each
partner taking turns telling part of the story. Or this could be a whole class activity, using some
kind of a story map - an enlarged poster size or one projected onto a large screen. Have the class
retell the events of the story using their sketches. Fill out the story map as you go.

Activity Two: Writing
Write about a time a new person moved into your neighborhood or home. What were your thoughts
and feelings?
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CONTENT ACTIVITIES:
PICTORIAL INPUT CHARTS
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World Map: Pictorial Input Chart
This activity is adapted from a GLAD teaching strategy.
Preparation
Create a large blank map. You can do this by lightly tracing (in pencil) the outline of the world map
on large white butcher paper, projecting a blank map onto a large screen or by using a poster marker
to enlarge a map. Lightly trace any additional information that you are going to present to students.
The amount of information will depend upon the breadth of the information in the unit you are
teaching and the grade level of your students. You may want to include oceans, continents, the
equator, along with the names of the countries that relevant explorers came from and the names of
the indigenous groups living in the areas they explored. You may also want to trace the routes that
the explorer(s) took, and number them if there were multiple excursions. All of this is done lightly in
pencil, when you present it to the students, then you will go over it in marker, as you talk through all
of the information that you are presenting. Three examples of completed maps are provided here,
below.
Process
1. Hang the traced map on the board. You have the option of printing off a blank outline map for
each student to fill out along with you as you do the one on the board. It could serve as a resource for multiple units, adding new relevant information when appropriate. Placing individual
student maps in sheet protectors will preserve them for use throughout the year.
2. Begin to color code and label important parts of the map—i.e. continent names in black, ocean
names in blue, the equator in red, the compass rose, etc. This can be done in an interactive manner, asking students to help you, activating any prior knowledge they may have. You may stop
here for the day, depending upon the attention span of your students and the time you have
available for the lesson.
3. For the second part of the lesson begin to label countries appropriate to the unit—Spain, Portugal, France, England (depending upon the number of explorers you are covering). Then, label
the names of the indigenous groups living in the areas that were explored (i.e. Taíno). Then,
draw in and label the routes that the explorer took to that area (you may want to color code
these too). You could label these routes with dates, time taken to arrive to new location, what
was brought back etc.
4. Leave the map posted throughout the unit, referring back to it, and adding any new relevant
infomation that is posted.
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Columbus and a Taíno Person
This activity is adapted from a GLAD strategy where the teacher creates a large poster with important information overlaid on an image relevant to the unit or topic of study. Typically, in preparation
for the activity, the teacher would lightly trace the image and the information on a large sheet of
white butcher paper. When it was time to begin, the teacher would hang the white butcher paper
on the board and begin coloring in parts of the image and tracing over the information she’d traced
in, while presenting this information to the class. When used as part of a GLAD unit, this strategy is
combined with the concept of 10:2 teaching—for every 10 minutes of direct instruction, students
are given two minutes to discuss with the class, a partner, their table group etc. the information that
has just been presented. It may take a few class periods to color in and trace the entire image and
all the relevant information.

Activity One: Pictorial Input Chart
The abovementioned approach can be used for this activity. Included below are two images, one of
Columbus and one of a Taíno girl, that can be used as the basis for the image sketch (these do not
have the information typed onto them). The images can be drawn freehand or traced by using an
overhead or Promethean Board to project the image onto white butcher paper hanging on the wall.
Another option is to use the provided images to create larger posters, skipping the step of sketching
the image and just sketching the information on to the premade poster. Then, you would just trace
over the words as you present the information to the students. You could also laminate the posters
and write the information on using vis-à-vis marker which would allow you to use the posters multiple years or for multiple classes if you teach the same class multiple times a day. If you do not have
time for either of these options, you can use use the examples with the text below as handouts or
create posters of them to post in the classroom.
Once you have completed making the posters with your class, keep them hanging somewhere in
the room for the rest of the unit, so that the students can use them as informational resources. The
information from this activity can be extended into the next activity where students will complete
a Mind Map, Venn Diagram and a compare and contrast essay on Columbus and the Taíno people.

Activity Two: Mind Map
Using the information from the pictorial input charts on Columbus and the Taíno people, students
will fill out a Mind Map and then a Venn Diagram comparing and contrasting Columbus and the Taíno. This activity can be done in groups, partners or as individuals. A blank template and an example
of the Mind Map are provided below.
The Mind Map has been created using the same chunking labels for the information provided on the
pictorial input charts: timeline, accomplishments and impact, interesting facts, and other names.
Students will use what they’ve learned to fill out the two mind maps—one for the Taíno and one for
Columbus, writing the appropriate name in the blank center circle.
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Activity Three: Venn Diagram
Students can then use these two mind maps to fill out their Venn diagrams. Once students have
completed the Venn Diagram, then they can begin writing a two paragraph compare and contrast essay—one paragraph on how the two are alike and one paragraph on how the two are different. This
is a good activity to reinforce the role of a topic sentence, paragraph structure, and organization.
Younger students may need to have topic sentences and appropriate contrasting sentences modeled
for them. For example, “Columbus and the Taíno were similar in some (many) ways.” “While there
were similarities, Columbus and the Taíno were very different.” “Columbus and the Taíno were very
different.” “Both Columbus and the Taíno were accomplished sailors.” “Columbus spoke Spanish, but
the Taíno spoke Arawak.” “The Taíno believed in bathing regularly, but the Spanish rarely bathed.”
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The Taíno People
TIMELINE:
~13,000 BC: First human beings live in Caribbean
~800 BC: Taíno arrive in Caribbean region

OTHER NAMES:
• Also referred to as Arawak
• Taíno means “men of good”

1492: Columbus arrives,
meets, captures, and enslaves
first Taínos. When Columbus
arrives estimates show that
millions of Taínos live in the
area
1492-1500: Taínos captured
for slave trade, forced to work
of Europeans farming or hunting for gold. Various revolts
and fights break out between
the Taínos and Europeans over
abuse and mistreatment of
Taino peoples
1542: Estimated Taíno population is 200, from the millions
alive when Columbus arrived

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND IMPACT:
• Taíno feed a population of millions without harming the environment
• From remaining records we know that no one in the community ever went
hungry
• They lived in small, clean villages close to the coast
• They could build a dwelling from a single tree
• From several tress they could build a canoe that would hold hundreds
• Traded throughout the islands with other villages
• Society based upon the idea that everyone would work, even important government and religious leaders

INTERESTING FACTS:
• Historical records show that
the Taíno liked to play sports
and recite poetry for fun.
• They travelled from island
to island to trade.
• They had ceremonial
dances called areitos
• All records describe the
Taínos as generous and kind.
• Columbus wrote in his diary
that the Taínos were intelligent people
• They are highly skilled sea
people—very talented at sailing and fishing
• They like to bathe often
and Spain eventually passed
a law prohibiting this because
they believed it was unhealthy
• They kept ducks close to
their homes for food. They
also fished and harvested
nuts, corn, cassava and other
roots.

• Government and religious beliefs encouraged the importance of respecting
and caring for the Earth
The image above is provided courtesy of the SeavisTours Museum in Mano Juan (Saona).

TIMELINE:
1451: Columbus is born in Genoa,
Italy

CHRISTOPHER
COLUMBUS

1484: Columbus presents his idea
to sail to the Indies to the king of
Portugal for funding. He is turned
down

OTHER NAMES:
• Cristóbal Colón
• Cristoforo Colombo

1492: Columbus finally receives
approval from the King and Queen
of Spain for his expedition to the
Indies
1492: Columbus sets sail on his
first voyage with three ships and
90 men. He reaches the Caribbean,
but thinks that he is in the Indies
and close to China. He claims all of
the land for the king and queen of
Spain

INTERESTING
FACTS:

1493: Columbus takes his 2nd voyage to the Americas. This time he
has 17 ships and 1200 men

• He learned about China
from reading Marco Polo’s
books about his own travels. This is believed to be
what sparked his interest in
exploration.

1498: Takes 3rd voyage to the
Americas

• Columbus grew up close
to the Mediterranean Sea.
Even as a young boy he
wanted to be a sailor.

1506: Dies in Spain with little
power, prestige or money.

• He was not a good
leader and often struggled
to control his men.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND IMPACT:

• Europeans didn’t bathe
often. Native Americans
often thought they smelled
bad.

• Columbus made four trips to the Americas in all.
• He names the Native Americans he encounters Indians because he believes
he is in the Indies. He is the reason we still use that name today.
• He never realizes that the riches of the Americas lie in the crops that Europeans will grow there like sugar, tobacco, and cotton. Instead he spends all of
his energy searching for gold.
• Columbus is one of the first Europeans to see tobacco.
• Columbus’ first settlement, Hispaniola, fails when he returns to Spain.
• Columbus is the first European to sail to the Carribean
• He initiates the trans-Atlantic slave trade.

• He was in search of gold
and spices. He was motivated by God, glory and
gold.
• He died thinking that he
had found the Indies.
• Columbus was one of
the best sailors of his time.
He used the astrolabe and
stars to guide him.

The image above is provided courtesy of the Christopher Columbus Portrait Gallery at the Medieval History Site.

The image above is provided courtesy of the SeavisTours Museum in Mano Juan (Saona).

The image above is provided courtesy of the Christopher Columbus Portrait Gallery at the Medieval History Site.

TIMELINE:

INTERESTING FACTS:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND IMPACT:

OTHER NAMES:

TIMELINE:
1451: Columbus is born in Genoa, Italy
1484: Columbus presents his idea to sail
to the Indies to the king of Portugal for
funding. He is turned down.
1492: Columbus sets sail on his first
voyage with three ships and 90 men. He
reaches the Caribbean, but thinks that
he is in the Indies and close to China.
He claims all of the land for the king and
queen of Spain.
1493: Columbus takes his 2nd voyage to
the Americas. This time he has 17 ships
and 1200 men.
1498: Takes 3rd voyage to the Americas.
1506: Dies in Spain with little power,
prestige or money.

INTERESTING FACTS:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND IMPACT:

• Columbus made four trips to the
Americas in all.
• He names the Native Americans
he encounters Indians because he
believes he is in the Indies. He is the
reason we still use that name today.
• He never realizes that the riches of
the Americas lie in the crops that Europeans will grow there like sugar, tobacco, and cotton. Instead he spends
all of his energy searching for gold.
• Columbus is one of the first Europeans to see tobacco.
• Columbus’ first settlement, Hispanola, fails when he returns to Spain.
• Columbus is the first European to
sail to the Caribbean.
• He initiates the trans-Atlantic slave
trade.

• Cristóbal Colón
• Cristoforo Colombo

OTHER NAMES:

• Columbus grew up close to the Mediterranean Sea. Even as a young boy he wanted to be a sailor.
• He learned about China from reading Marco Polo’s books about his own travels. This is believed to
be what sparked his interest in exploration.
• He was not a good leader and often struggled to control his men.
• Europeans didn’t bathe often and Native Americans often thought they smelled bad.
• He was in search of gold and spices. He was motivated by God, glory, and gold.
• He died thinking that he had found the Indies.
• Columbus was one of the best sailors of his time. He used the astrolabe and stars to guide him.

Taíno						
						

• Were living in Caribbean Island
region when they encountered
the Spanish.
• Government and religious beliefs
encouraged the importance of
respecting and caring for the Earth.
• Bathe often.
• Talented sailors and fishermen.
They could build a canoe that would hold
hundreds out of a few trees.
• Lived in small clean villages close
to the coast.
• Did not have steel weapons-used
spears, bow and arrow for hunting,
fishing.

Both

Columbus

• Did not bathe often.

• Government and religious beliefs
encouraged exploring and claiming
land for the king and the Church.

• Originally from Italy, grew up close to
the Mediterranean Sea.

• Lived close to the ocean.
• Were skilled sailors.
• Traveled in order to trade.

• Talented sailor inspired by Marco Polo.
He used the astrolabe and stars
to guide him.

• Eventually moved to Spain where, like
in many European countries, cities
were growing and developing.

• Was supported by the king and queen
of Spain in his explorations.

• Used swords as weapons.
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CONTENT ACTIVITIES:
REFLECTIVE READING AND WRITING ACTIVITIES
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Rethinking Columbus. Varied Articles (pp. 19-31; 38-40; 47-55; 62-8)
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Textbook Detectives
Activity One: Analyzing and Critiquing accounts of the Columbus story
See articles in RTC (pp 19-21; 38-40; 47-55; 62-8)
This can be used as an extension of the above activity. The abovementioned articles all offer references, ideas, and/or resources helpful for this activity. The following is adapted from Bob Peterson’s
activity in RTC (p. 39). In order to do this activity, students must have some familiarity with the
Columbus-Taíno encounter from previous readings and/or activities.
Preparation
Before beginning this activity, the teacher must find an assortment of books about Columbus at the
appropriate reading levels for the class—the school library or public library are good places to find
these. Picture books are great resources for all age groups for this activity.
Process
1. First, the class must decide what the criteria will be for evaluating the books. There are a variety
of ways to do this: a whole class brainstorm, small group brainstorm, providing a list that you
have compiled, or using the list below. The following checklist was taken from Peterson’s article
(RTC p. 38). This has also been included as a Resource Sheet that can be copied and distributed
to your entire class. In his article Peterson suggests having students brainstorm ideas for the
criteria with which to analyze the books. The checklist below can be used as a guide to help
students create their own checklist.
2. With the checklist completed students can work in pairs to evaluate one of the books on Columbus that the teacher has provided. Depending upon your class, you may need to use one shorter
book to model the activity, completing it as a whole group. Then, students can work in pairs to
complete the activity on their own with a different book.
3. Student pairs present their findings to the class.
4. Peterson suggests (RTC, p. 39) that you then brainstorm things that can be done with what the
students have found during the activity. He suggests having students write letters to authors or
librarians, sharing their findings with them, and then asking them why the books don’t always
tell the whole story.
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Activity Two: Textbook Detective Sheet
Use the following questions to analyze the book you have been given about
Columbus. Read through each question so you know what to look for as you
read through the book. Then read your book. Once you have read your book
once, go back through and re-read it to answer the questions below. You will
present what you find to the class.

1. How many times did Columbus talk?
2. How many times did we get to know what he was thinking?
3. How many times did the native people have names?
4. How many times did the native people talk?
5. How many times did we get to know what the native people were thinking?
6. What do you learn about Columbus’ life?
7. What do you learn about native people’s lives?
8. Does the book describe the native people’s feelings?
9. Does the book describe how Columbus treated the native people?

Rethinking Columbus. “Columbus and Native Issues in the Elementary Classroom” (pp.38-9)
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Accurate Account of the Columbus/Taíno Encounter
This activity is based upon Bob Peterson’s discussion in his article “Columbus and Native Issues in
the Elementary Classroom” from RTC (p. 38-9). The appropriateness of the questions and the content of this activity very much depend upon the grade level and maturity level of the particular class.

Activity One: Accurate Account Discussion
There are a couple of ways to approach this activity. You could begin by asking questions listed below, then read various accounts of the Columbus explorations with the students that expand upon
these ideas, or don’t mention them at all—using the different accounts as the starting point for
discussion.
The second way to do this activity is to first offer various accounts of the Columbus explorations—
reading them aloud, providing copies for students to read on their own, or dividing the class into
groups and giving each group a different account of Columbus. You may have already introduced
them to Encounter or Morning Girl if not you could use those here. You could also use students’
textbooks, history books from the library, encyclopedias (print or online), or any grade level appropriate book on Columbus from the library. It could even be an assignment to check out a book on
Columbus from the school or public library. Another useful source (copies provided here as part of
the Supplementary Documents listed at the end of this guide) is the book A History of US: The First
Americans, Volume 1, chapters 15-18 or pages 64-79. It’s not necessarily a critical account, but it
mentions a great deal of information that isn’t often used in other texts. It can be used as read
aloud, or copied for each student and used for guided reading or small group reading.
Some possible questions taken from Peterson’s article are as follows. Again, keep in mind what’s
appropriate for your grade level.
1. Do you know that few native children who witnessed Columbus’ arrival in the Americas ever
grew to adulthood?
2. Do you know that Columbus and the Spaniards purposefully used attack dogs against native
peoples? They also used other tactics like cutting off hands and burning native people alive.
3. Did you know that Columbus initiated the trans-Atlantic slave trade when he sent hundreds of
native people back to Spain on his second voyage, to be sold as slaves?
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Imagining the Taínos: A Different Perspective
This activity is based upon resources from RTC. RTC provides three different short articles or
stories about the Taíno that will help to familiarize students with this people group, since so often
little information is given about the Taíno in accounts about Columbus.
1. “The Taínos “Men of the Good”” by Jose Barrreiro from RTC (pp. 106-7)
2. “The Gold People” by Anna Hereford from RTC (p. 110)
3. “Taino Resistance: Enrique’s Uprising” by Alvin Josephy, Jr. from RTC (p. 111)
Again, depending upon the grade level of the students, these resources can be used as a read aloud
activity where the teacher reads and students follow along with their own copy, a teacher directed
small group guided reading activity, a student directed small group reading, or an individual reading
assignment.
Bigelow’s article “Imagining the Taínos” taken from RTC (p. 108) offers an excellent plan for how to
use these resources. He outlines how he uses these resources in his classroom to create the basis
for a writing activity. He provides guiding questions to ask the students in order to push them to really think about the point of view of the Taíno. Then, for the writing assignment, students are asked
to “imagine that they are Taínos and to record their reaction to the arrival of Columbus. They might
write a series of diary entries, a short story, an autobiography, a dialogue, etc.” (p. 108).
The book “The Taínos” by Francine Jacobs with illustrations by Patrick Collins (G.P Putnam’s Sons:
New York, 1992) is another good resource for information about the Taíno. It is a non-fiction book
that can be used in various ways. In terms of a reading level, it is probably written at a level comparable to middle or high school, so depending upon the level of your students it may need to be
used as a read aloud activity. Individual chapters can also be copied for students or groups, as the
chapters are topic specific. Then after reading the specific chapter students could create a project
or poster to present to the class to share the information they learned with the rest of the class.
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CONTENT ACTIVITIES:
PRIMARY SOURCE ACTIVITIES
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Columbus’ Diary: A Primary Source
There are a number of different ways to use Columbus’ diary entries so that students are exposed
to using primary source materials. The first activity here is taken from A History of US: The First
Americans: Prehistory-1600, Teaching Guide (3rd ed) by Joy Hakim. It is most easily used with
middle or high school students, but if adapted, possibly done as a whole group activity, it can be
used with upper elementary students as well. The second activity is taken from an article by Bill
Bigelow “Columbus’s Diary: Reading Between the Lines” in RTC (p. 95)
Hakim suggests using Columbus’ report from his first voyage to help teach students how to organize
and interpret information from a non-fiction source.

Activity One: Historical Discussion
(Taken from A History of US: The First Americans Prehistory-1600, Teaching Guide for the 3rd Edition,
p. 45)
1. Ask students to read Columbus’ report of his first voyage (provided on the next page).
2. After reading, have students identify the main idea or idea from each of the paragraphs. Students can do this individually, in partners or small groups.
3. Once students have identified the main ideas, have them re-read the report and find the details
that support each of the main ideas. They should make a list of each main idea with its supporting details.
4. Using the lists they’ve created, have students interpret Columbus’ report. Use the following as
guiding questions:
a. What was Columbus’ general view of the Indians?
b. Why did he view them the way he did?
c. What is the significance of his comments about the gold the Indians wore?
Students can either just provide answers to these questions or have them use the questions and the
answers as the basis for writing a paragraph that explains their interpretation of Columbus’ report.
Students can also create their own questions to pose to the rest of the class. Students may also
come up with other interpretations not touched on by these questions that could be shared in a
class discussion of students’ findings.
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Activity Two: Point of View Discussion
For the complete activity, please see RTC (p. 95). Below is a brief description and explanation, but
in the handout of Columbus’ diary provided on the following pages Bigelow offers many guiding
questions and ways to encourage students to think more deeply about the article. It would be an
excellent resource for a teacher to read in order to prepare to teach this activity to your students.
1. Explain the history of the document being used here, and the idea of a transcription to your
students.
2. Read and discuss the critical reading questions (found on p. 96 RTC)
a. What attitudes does Columbus have about the people he encounters (the “Indians”)? Summarize these and then give at least three quotes from his journal as evidence.
b. Based on what you read in his journal, what does it appear that Columbus cares about, what
he wants? Give several quotes as evidence.
c. Based on Columbus’s observations, what if anything can you tell about the kind of people
the “Indians” are—what they value, how they treat other people, etc.” If you don’t think you
can tell anything about the Indians from Columbus’ journal, give your reasons for why not.
4. Bigelow suggests reading at least the first day’s entry with the students, line by line, asking them
guiding questions to encourage them to think deeply about what entry reveals about Columbus’s
thoughts, priorities, etc.
5. Once students have read the entire document, have them work in small groups to answer the
critical reading questions.
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Bartolomé de las Casas
Bartolome de las Casas was a Spanish priest known for speaking out against Spanish cruelty toward
Native Americans. There are two activities here. The first activity is also referenced in the section of activities for middle and high school students. The second activity is based upon a primary
source document written by de las Casas: “Of the Island of Hispanola” in “Very Brief Account of the
Devastation of the Indies (1542)” taken from A History of US: Sourcebook and Index, Documents that
Shaped the American Nation, Book 11. Parts of de las Casas’ writing are quite graphic, so be sure
to make sure this activity is appropriate for your students. The excerpt is included on the following
pages.

Activity One: “Open Your Hearts”: A Dominican Friar Speaks Out
This activity is based upon a reading excerpt adapted by Bill Bigelow from writings by Bartolomé de
las Casas found in RTC (p. 103). In this reading, students hear another alternative view to the ramifications of exploration on the Americas. Guided reading questions and activities are provided in
RTC (p. 139). This activity is also referenced in the primary source activity “Bartolomé de las Casas”.
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Activity Two: “Of the Island of Hispanola”
(Taken from A History of US: Sourcebook and Index, Documents that Shaped the American Nation,
pp. 12-13). Based on the primary source document provided on the following pages.
1. Introduce de las Casas to the students, discussing who he was and his role in criticizing aspects
of Spanish exploration and treatment of indigenous peoples.
2. Preview the following guiding questions with students before reading the excerpt.
a. How does de las Casas characterize the indigenous people of Hispanola? Give examples.
b. How does de las Casas characterize Columbus and his men? Give examples.
c. Why do you think de las Casas calls the explorers “The Christians”?
d. Have you ever read an account like this in any history books about Columbus before? If no,
why do you think that is?
5. Have students read the selection either individually, in partners, or as a class.
6. In partners have students answer the guiding reading questions.
7. As a class discuss the answers and student responses to the reading.
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CONTENT ACTIVITIES:
WRITING ACTIVITIES
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Cooperative Sentence Strip Paragraph on Columbus, Taíno, etc.
This activity is adapted from a GLAD strategy.
1. The teacher picks a specific topic and creates a topic sentence for a paragraph on the chosen
topic. For this unit, the topic could be Columbus’ exploration, the Taíno, the encounter of Columbus and the Taíno, etc. There are many possibilities. For example, one could start with: “In
1492 Columbus sailed the ocean blue.” Or “Life for the Taíno changed drastically with the arrival
of Columbus.” Or “Books don’t always tell the whole truth about Columbus’ exploration.” The
topic sentence is then written on large paper that can be posted at the front of the room. The
teacher and students read the topic sentence together.
2. Working in small groups, students will create a sentence that could belong in a paragraph with
the posted topic sentence. In order to get students engaged and excited, a game like quality is
added to the assignment. After discussing options among their group, each group must write
their rough draft sentence on a piece of notebook paper. When they are done, they raise their
hand for the teacher to check their sentence. If there are any errors—factual or grammatical—
the teacher guides them toward these without correcting it for them. Students must fix their
errors and then raise their hand to have the sentence checked again. If it is correct, students get
final copy sentence strips to rewrite their sentence on. The key is that no two groups may write
the same sentence about the same supporting fact. The goal is to finish as quickly as possible
before someone else uses your idea. When the students have finished their final copy they put
their sentence up on the board underneath the topic sentence—using something like magnets
make this easier to move them later during the editing process.
3. Once all groups are done and have hung up their sentence, the class reads through all the sentences together. Guided by the teacher, the class discusses the best order to put the sentences—is there a sentence that should clearly go first after the topic sentence? Are there facts
that should be grouped together? As the class makes these decisions, the teacher moves the
sentences around, visually modeling how to edit a paragraph.
4. When the paragraph is completely edited, the class reads it out loud together.
5. This activity can be done multiple times in one unit depending upon how many different kinds
of topic sentences a teacher can create. For example there could be one on the Taíno and one
on Columbus.
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Dialogue Poem
This activity uses the template “Honey Bees” from Rethinking Our Classrooms: Teaching for Equity
and Justice, Volume 1.
As individuals, partners or groups, students write their own version of a dialogue poem related to
the unit on Columbus. Students may be able to come up with their own ideas as characters or subjects for their poem, but some may need suggestions. There are a number of possibilities—here are
a few examples:
•
•
•
•

One of Columbus’ men and a Taíno person;
Columbus and a Taíno leader;
Columbus as a young boy and a young Taíno boy (maybe Star Boy from the book Morning Girl if
you use that read aloud activity); or,
Morning Girl and Star Boy from the book Morning Girl.

“Dialogue poems are effective to use where controversy or different opinions might arise: plantation owner and slave, Hiroshima bomb victim and an Enola Gay pilot” (“Rethinking Our Classrooms:
Teaching for Equity and Justice,” Volume 1, p. 186)
On the following pages is the example template (taken from Rethinking Our Classrooms: Teaching
for Equity and Justice, Volume 1).
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Dialogue Poem
The example below is written by Paul Fleischman and is found in Rethinking Our Classrooms:
Teaching for Equity and Justice, Volume 1, p. 43.

BEING A BEE
is a pain.
I’m a worker.
I’LL GLADLY EXPLAIN.

I’m up at dawn, guarding
the hive’s narrow entrance
then I take out
the hive’s morning trash

then I put in an hour
making wax,
without two minutes’ time
to sit and relax.

Then I might collect nectar
from the field
three miles north

Or perhaps I’m on
larva detail

BEING A BEE
is a joy.
I’m a queen.

I’LL GLADLY EXPLAIN.
Upon rising, I’m fed
by my royal attendants,

I’m bathed

Then I’m groomed.

The rest of my day
is quite simply set forth:

I lay eggs,

by the hundred.

feeding the grubs
in their cells,
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wishing that I were still
helpless and pale.

Then I pack combs with
pollen - not my idea of fun.

Then, weary, I strive
to patch up any cracks
in the hive.
Then I build some new cells,
slaving away at
enlarging this Hell,
dreading the sight
of another sunrise,
wondering why we don’t
all unionize.
TRULY, A BEE’S IS THE
WORST
OF ALL LIVES.

I’m loved and I’m lauded,
I’m outranked by none.

When I’ve done
enough laying

I retire

for the rest of the day.

TRULY, A BEE’S IS THE
BEST
OF ALL LIVES.
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Point of View Journals: Columbus and Taíno
This could be a one-time or daily writing activity. After having discussed the encounter of Columbus and the Taíno through read aloud activities, films, etc. have students create a journal entry as
if they were Columbus, one of the men with Columbus or a Taíno adult or child. Depending upon
the time you have available, this can be a one time activity or an activity that spans your unit. If
the time is available, have students begin writing their journal as if it was the first day that Columbus encountered the Taíno. The journal should include their thoughts about what their particular
person thought of this encounter, impressions they had, what their experience was like, etc. Then
throughout the unit have students return to their journal, adding more entries as Columbus’ time
on the Taíno island passed.
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CONTENT ACTIVITIES:
MUSIC AND ART CONNECTIONS
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The Song “1492”: Discussion and Analysis of Lyrics
The following lyrics are included in RTC (p. 41). The song itself is available on iTunes and Amazon
for purchase. The lyrics and a clip of the song are available online at www.songsforteaching.com/
nancyschimmel/columbus1492.htm.
The following activity description is taken from RTC (p. 69).
“Locate a recording of the song and duplicate the words for your students. This is a fast moving song
that kids like to sing. Have them find the original locations of the Native nations mentioned in the
song. Ask the students to describe the message. Ask them if it tells the whole story. Use the song
as an introduction to presentations your students do to other classes about ‘Breaking the Columbus
Myth’” (p. 69).
If you wanted to extend the activity, you could have student groups illustrate each stanza of the
song and then post the illustrations and the accompanying stanzas in the room. You could also have
students create moves to act out the various stanzas.
In fourteen hundred ninety-two
Columbus sailed the ocean blue,
It was a courageous thing to do
But someone was already here.
Columbus knew the world was round
So he looked for the East while westward bound,
But he didn’t find what he thought he found,
And someone was already here.
Chorus
The Inuit and Cherokee,
The Aztec and Menominee,
The Onandaga and the Cree;
Columbus sailed across the sea,
But someone was already here.
It isn’t like it was empty space,
Caribs met him face to face.
Could anyone discover the place
When someone was already here?
Chorus
So tell me, who discovered what?
He thought he was in a different spot.
Columbus was lost, the Caribs were not;
They were already here.
Chorus
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Illustrate a Big Book:
Christopher Columbus Narrative: Early Years in Portugal
Individual students, small groups or class create big books that tell the story of Christopher Columbus. Students can use “The Untold Story” by Tina Thomas (RTC, p. 42) or the information from the
Exploration Unit from the GLAD website included below. The unit was created by Patti Jenkins,
Angela Kostamo, and Pat McGuire.
If using these two resources, students can cut the stories into strips, gluing each strip to the bottom
of a piece of blank paper or tag board and then illustrate each page according to its events. Teacher
could use both stories and have students compare and contrast them. “The Untold Story” is much
more critical of the Columbus encounter than the other resource, so it would be a good chance for
students to see how the same story from history can be interpreted in multiple ways.
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Christopher Columbus Narrative - Early Years in Portugal
The narrative below was taken from the GLAD website and was originally created by Patty Jenkins,
Angela Kostamo, and Pat McGuire in October of 2002.

My name is Christopher Columbus. I was born in Genoa, Italy, in 1451. My father
was a weaver and a wool merchant. As a child, I wanted to sail. I had little formal
education because my father was poor. He could not pay for my education. But I
always read books about the ocean and stories about Marco Polo. He was my hero.
Books were my best friends. I was a very skillful reader. I learned many interesting
facts about the ocean from books. My favorite book was Marco Polo’s The Description of the World.
PICTURE #1
When I was fifteen years old, I started sailing all around the Mediterranean Sea. I
loved the ocean. I was also a very good navigator and an excellent mapmaker. The
scientific name for mapmaker is cartographer. Do you know what a navigator is?
When I was twenty-five years old, I moved to Portugal. I wanted to find out about
the world and Portugal was the ideal place to be an explorer.
PICTURE #2
I settled in the Portuguese capital, Lisbon. Take a look at these pictures that your
teacher is showing you. Do you like Lisbon? It is a very old city on the coast. From
my house in Lisbon I could see the ocean and the sailors from many lands loading and
unloading cargo from ships. I also could see slaves being unloaded from ships. Do
you remember who started the European slave trade? The Portuguese saw nothing
wrong in enslaving Africans.
PICTURE #3
I learned to find my way at sea using this magnetic compass and a map called a portolan, which was marked with criss-cross lines. Do you know that a compass has a
magnetic needle that always points toward north?
PICTURE #4
From Portugal I sailed on trading voyages in the Atlantic Ocean to Africa. I loved sailing. I was a happy man at sea. From these voyages I learned about the winds and
currents of the sea. I also learned about the gold mines in Africa. It was around this
time that I realized how much money I could make exploring new lands. All I could
think about was the gold mines I saw in Africa. Gold here, gold there, gold, gold everywhere! GOLD! GOLD! GOLD!
Picture #5
I knew that there were rich lands of gold on the other side of the Atlantic, and that
it might be possible to reach them by sailing west. So, I began to work out a plan
to sail west across the Atlantic Ocean and find the riches of the Indies. This was my
great and only desire.
Picture #6
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I studied geography books to find evidence that this voyage was possible. I kept
Marco Polo’s book beside me as I worked. However, I had a big problem. I did not
have the money to make this voyage. I decided to find a royal sponsor. I thought
that perhaps the King of Portugal would be interest in my plans. So, in 1484, I saw
the Queen and explained my plan. Well, she did not believe me, and she turned me
down. I did not give up! I needed to find another king that was willing to pay for my
trip.
Picture #7
I presented my plan to the King and Queen of Spain. I wanted them to believe me so
I showed the King my map of the Atlantic Ocean and I also read to them my favorite
books on geography. Well, the King and Queen did not believe me! They thought my
plan was foolish. I did not give up! For six years I tried to convince the Royals to help
me out in my plans, but I was rejected again and again.
PICTURE #8
I was fed up! I packed my belongings and set off to France. I wanted to find another
King in France. But before long, a miracle happened! A messenger caught up with
me and told me that the Queen had changed her mind. I would sail to the Indies
after all! And that’s when my New World adventure began!
PICTURE # 9
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CLOSURE ACTIVITIES
The following activities are meant to wrap up the unit on Christopher Columbus. They can serve as
the culminating project for assessment if needed. Again, teachers have the option of using all of
them or picking the activity that best serves their needs and class.
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Debate: Should we celebrate Columbus Day?
This activity is designed to have students use the information they’ve learned throughout the unit
to debate the idea of celebrating Columbus by observing Columbus Day. Below are two documents
created for use with this activity. For this activity, the class is divided into three groups: In favor of
observing Columbus Day; Against observing Columbus Day; Judges. The timeframe for completing
this activity is up to the teacher—largely dependent upon the age group and the teacher’s expectations for the level of information produced by each group. It could be a one day activity, or stretched
out into multiple days for a more in-depth activity.
This activity can also be expanded, especially for older students, by including a final writing assignment. After the debate has been completed, students must pick a side of the debate and write a
persuasive essay supporting the side they chose and critiquing the opposing view. Depending upon
the age level, students can be required to cite primary or secondary sources to support their argument.
When it is time to actually conduct the debate, the structure below can be followed. You may need
to adjust it—making it shorter, longer, adding rounds, etc. to make it work for your own class. A coin
toss can be used to decide who goes first. Remind students that there is no talking during the other
group’s turn—they cannot respond to that group’s comments until it is their turn.
Round One: Introduction to argument
Each group gets 5 minutes to introduce their main points.
Round Two: Response
Each group gets 4 minutes to respond to their opponents’ claims and add any relevant information
to their argument.
Round Three: Response
Each group gets 3 minutes to respond to their opponents’ claims and add any relevant information
to their argument.
Round Four: Closing Remarks
Each group gets 5 minutes to make any final arguments and closing remarks to the judges.
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Topic of Debate
Do you think that we should celebrate Christopher Columbus’ exploration by designating a day to
remember and honor him?
Group 1: This group will argue that Christopher Columbus should be celebrated and remembered
annually on Columbus Day.
Group 2: This group will argue that Christopher Columbus should NOT be celebrated and remembered annually on Columbus Day.
Group 3: This group will be the judges of the debate. This group must judge who wins the debate
and determine what the criteria of success will be—What will each group be judged on? How will
they earn points? This group must put together a rubric to score each group. The teacher will help
you.

Topic of Debate
Do you think that we should celebrate Christopher Columbus’ exploration by designating a day to
remember and honor him?

Group 1: This group will argue that Christopher Columbus should be celebrated and remembered
annually on Columbus Day.
Group 2: This group will argue that Christopher Columbus should NOT be celebrated and remembered annually on Columbus Day.
Group 3: This group will be the judges of the debate. This group must judge who wins the debate
and determine what the criteria of success will be—What will each group be judged on? How will
they earn points? This group must put together a rubric to score each group. The teacher will help
you.
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Topic of Debate
Name____________________________________
Group Number_____________
Date______________________
							
Debate Notes:
1.
List all the reasons why your side is correct and what evidence you have to support those 		
reasons.

2.

List all the possible ideas and/or evidence that your opponents could cite.

3.

List all the ways you can respond to the ideas and evidence that your opponents cite.
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Big Book
This activity includes making your own (individual, small group, or class) Big Book that tells the story
of the Columbus-Taíno encounter. This can be used as an extension of the activity above where students illustrate a story that has already been written. Here, students will write and illustrate their
own story of the Columbus/Taíno encounter.
Many students will be able to generate their own ideas and titles, but if students need some help
getting started—here are some possible titles “Do you know the real Columbus?” “The truth about
Christopher Columbus” or “Wanted: The real Christopher Columbus”

Trial
This activity is based entirely on lesson plans and materials from RTC (pp. 85-93). Students create
a mock trial with groups representing Columbus, Columbus’s men, the Taíno, King Ferdinand and
Queen Isabella, and the System of Empire. RTC provides all the necessary handouts and information on pgs 85-95. Each group is charged with something. The students’ jobs are to represent their
‘client’, call witnesses, and make arguments for their client’s innocence while proving the guilt of
others. The activity is most appropriate for middle and high school students, but RTC includes an
article by Bob Peterson (p. 94) explaining how he adapted the activity for his 5th grade class, so it
can be used in upper elementary grades.
This activity can also be expanded to have a final writing activity for individual assessment purposes.
For the final writing assignment students write a persuasive essay discussing who they would find
fault with had they been the judge. In writing their essay, they answer the following questions: Who
were the guilty parties in what happened with the Taíno during Columbus’ period of exploration?
Do you see an alternative version of history? How could things have been different? What would
have happened if Columbus had never found the Americas?
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MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
The activities listed on the subsequent pages come from RTC (p. 139). Brief descriptions and page
numbers are included to help reference the activities.
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Timeline: “Spain, Columbus, and Taínos”
The timeline is found on page 99 and the lesson description is found on page 139, both in RTC. In
this activity students read through the timeline, looking at the information provided. RTC provides
questions to have students think about in response to the timeline. For example, “What appears to
be the objective of Columbus’ first voyage? On January 13, Columbus encounters what he decides is
resistance. Why does he presume that these people are Caribs and not Taínos? How does Columbus
justify taking slaves? What prevented the Tainos from mounting an effective resistance to Columbus’
invasions? RTC also provides writing activities and projects in response to the timeline. For example,
“Write Caonabó’s interior monologue as he is led in chains onto a ship bound for Spain.” Or, “Have
students do more research and continue the timeline. Have them choose events on the timeline
to research more thoroughly. Are there particular “choice points” suggested in the timeline where
people’s discussions could have resulted in different historical outcomes?” (p. 139).

“Open Your Hearts”: A Dominican Friar Speaks Out
This activity is based upon a reading excerpt adapted by Bill Bigelow from writings by Bartolomé
de las Casas found in RTC (p. 103). In this reading, students hear another alternative view to the
ramifications of exploration on the Americas. Guided reading questions and activities are provided
in RTC (p. 139).
On page 61 is a primary source excerpt from Bartolomé de las Casas’ “Of the Island of Hispanola,”
in “Very Brief Account of the Devastation of the Indies” taken from A History of US: Sourcebook and
Index, Book 11. Sections of this excerpt are graphic, so it is up to the teacher to decide the appropriateness.

Ceremony: A poem
This activity uses the poem “Ceremony” by Leslie Marmon Silko found in RTC (p. 114). After students
read the poem, use questions provided by RTC on page 139 to analyze the meaning and author’s
purpose for writing the poem. RTC also suggests that you expand the activity to have students bring
in stories from their lives that teach, amuse or remember significant things or events and then share
them with the class.

Columbus Day: A poem
This activity is also based upon a poem “Columbus Day” by Jimmie Durham found in RTC (p. 123).
The activity that accompanies this poem (found on p. 139) asks students to think about the visual
images and emotional responses that the poem elicits from the reader. The activity also suggests
having students write their own poem using the same format as Durham.
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CURRICULUM STANDARDS
This curriculum has been linked to New Mexico standards. For a more comprehensive understanding of which standards and benchmarks are met by the materials in this guide, please refer to the
following pages.
To see how this standards-based content translates across state guidelines, we encourage you to
visit the Common Core State Standards Initiative website: http://www.corestandards.org/.
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NM Language Arts Standards and Benchmarks
Kindergarten-4th grade
STRAND I: Reading and listening for comprehension.
Content Standard I: Students will apply strategies and skills to comprehend information that is read,
heard and viewed.
K-4 Benchmark 1-A: Listen to, read, react to and retell information:
K-4 Benchmark I-B: Locate and use a variety of resources to acquire information across the
curriculum.
K-4 Benchmark I-C: Demonstrate critical thinking skills to comprehend written, spoken, and
visual information.
K-4 Benchmark I-D: Acquire reading strategies which include phonemic awareness, phonics,
fluency, vocabulary and comprehension.
STRAND II: Writing and speaking for expression.
Content Standard II: Students will communicate effectively through speaking and writing.
K-4 Benchmark II-A: Demonstrate competence in speaking to convey information.
K-4 Benchmark II-B: Apply grammatical and language conventions to communicate.
K-4 Benchmark II-C: Demonstrate competence in the skills and strategies of the writing process.
STRAND III: Literature and Media
Content Standard III: Students will use literature and media to develop an understanding of people,
societies and the self.
K-4 Benchmark III-A: Use language, literature and media to gain and demonstrate awareness
of cultures around the world.
K-4 Benchmark III-B: Identify and use the types of literature according to their purpose and
function.

5th-8th grades
STRAND I: Reading and Listening for Comprehension
Content Standard I: Students will apply strategies and skills to comprehend information that is
read, heard, and viewed.
5-8 Benchmark I-A: Listen to, read, react to, and interpret information
5-8 Benchmark I-B: Gather and use information for research and other purposes
5-8 Benchmark I-C: Apply critical thinking skills to analyze information
5-8 Benchmark I-D: Demonstrate competence in the skills and strategies of the reading process
STRAND II: Writing and Speaking for Expression
Content Standard II: Students will communicate effectively through speaking and writing.
5-8 Benchmark II-A: Use speaking as an interpersonal communication tool
5-8 Benchmarks II-B: Apply grammatical and language conventions to communicate
5-8 Benchmarks II-C: Demonstrate competence in the skills and strategies of the writing
process
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STRAND III: Literature and Media
Content Standard III: Students will use literature and media to develop an understanding of people,
societies, and the self.
5-8 Benchmarks III-A: Use language, literature, and media to understand various social and
cultural perspectives
5-8 Benchmarks III-B: Identify ideas and make connections among literary works

9th -12th grades
STRAND I: Reading
Content Standard I: Students read and understand a variety of materials
Benchmark I-A: Use comprehension strategies for unfamiliar vocabulary
Benchmark I-B: Use comprehension strategies to understand the meaning of a text
Benchmark I-C: Infer, analyze, and synthesize to increase comprehension
Benchmark I-D: Use meta-cognitive strategies to increase comprehension
STRAND II: Language
Content Standard II: Students write and speak using correct grammar, syntax usage, punctuation,
capitalization, and spelling.
Benchmark II-A: Demonstrate control of Standard English through the effective use of syntax
Benchmark II-C: Demonstrate control of Standard English through the correct use of punctuation, capitalization, and spelling.
STRAND III: Communication
Content Standard III: Students communicate effectively through listening and speaking.
Benchmark III-A: Give spoken instructions to perform specific tasks, to answer questions or
to solve problems.
Benchmark III-B: Make oral presentations with a logical structure appropriate to the audience, context and purpose, using effective speaking skills.
Benchmark III-C: Follow spoken instructions to perform tasks, to answer questions or to
solve problems.
Benchmark III-D: Summarize and paraphrase information presented orally by others.
Benchmark III-E: Identify the thesis of a speech and determine the essential elements that
elaborate it, including logos, ethos, and pathos.
Benchmark III-F: Participate productively in self-directed work teams for particular purposes
(e.g., to interpret literature, write or critique a proposal, solve a problem or make a decision).
STRAND IV: Writing
Content Standard IV: Students write effectively for a variety of purposes and audiences.
Benchmark IV-A: Demonstrate proficiency in producing a variety of compositions.
Benchmark IV-B: Plan writing by taking notes, writing informal outlines, and researching.
Benchmark IV-C: Use formal or informal, literary or technical language appropriate for the
purpose, audience, and context of the communication.
Benchmark IV-D: Organize ideas in writing, with a thesis statement in the introduction, wellconstructed paragraphs, a conclusion and transition sentences that connect paragraphs into
a coherent whole.
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STRAND V: Research
Content Standard V: Students utilize the research process to produce a variety of products.
Benchmark V-A: Define and narrow a problem or research topic.
Benchmark V-B: Gather relevant information for a research topic from a variety of print and
electronic sources, as well as from direct observation, interviews, or surveys.
Benchmark V-C: Make distinctions about the credibility, reliability, consistency, strengths
and limitations of various resources, including those on the internet.
Benchmark V-D: Report research findings in an effective manner appropriate to a designated
audience.
Benchmark V-E: Compose a researched project to be shared with an appropriate audience.
STRAND VI: Logic
Content Standard VI: Students employ critical thinking and abstract reasoning to make and assess
inferences, conclusions, and predictions.
Benchmark VI-A: Distinguish facts and opinions, evidence and inferences, true and false
premises.
Benchmark VI-B: Describe the structure of a given argument; identify its claims and evidence; evaluate connections among evidence, inferences and claims.
Benchmark VI-C: Evaluate the range and quality of evidence used to support or oppose an
argument
(including the use of logos, ethos, pathos).
STRAND VII: Informational Text
Content Standard VII: Students read and interpret a wide range of reference materials and other
informational documents that may contain technical information.
Benchmark VII-C: Synthesize information from a variety of informational and technical
sources or texts.
Benchmark VII-D: Analyze the ways in which an informational or technical text’s organizational structure supports or confounds its meaning or purpose.
STRAND VIII: Media
Content Standard VIII: Students create and evaluate a variety of media for particular purposes.
Benchmark VIII-A: Evaluate aural, visual, and written images and other special effects used
in television, radio, film, and the internet for their ability to inform, persuade and entertain.
Benchmark VIII-B: Evaluate the effectiveness of a particular medium (e.g., verbal, visual,
photographic, television and the internet) in achieving a particular purpose.
STRAND IX: Literature
Content Standard IX: Students read and interpret a variety of literature to develop an understanding
of people, societies, and the self.
Benchmark IX-F: Analyze works of literature for what they suggest about the time period and
social or cultural context in which they were written.
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NM Social Studies Standards and Benchmarks
Kindergarten-4th Grades
STRAND : History
Content Standard I: Students are able to identify important people and events in order to analyze
significant patterns, relationships, themes, ideas, beliefs, and turning points in New Mexico, United
States, and world history in order to understand the complexity of the human experience.
K-4 Benchmark II-B: Distinguish between natural and human characteristics of places and
use this knowledge to define regions, their relationships with other regions, and patterns of
change.
K-4 Benchmark I-D—Skills: Understand time passage and chronology.
STRAND : Geography
Content Standard II: Students understand how physical, natural, and cultural processes influence
where people live, the ways in which people live, and how societies interact with one another and
their environments.
K-4 Benchmark II-A: Understand the concept of location by using and constructing maps,
globes, and other geographic tools to identify and derive information about people, places,
and environments.
K-4 Benchmark II-B: Distinguish between natural and human characteristics of places and
use this knowledge to define regions, their relationships with other regions, and patterns of
change.
K-4 Benchmark II-C: Be familiar with aspects of human behavior and man-made and natural
environments in order to recognize their impact on the past and present.
K-4 Benchmark II-E: Describe how economic, political, cultural, and social processes interact to shape patterns of human populations, and their interdependence, cooperation, and
conflict.
K-4 Benchmark II-F: Describe how natural and man-made changes affect the meaning, use,
distribution, and value of resources.
STRAND: Economics
Content Standard IV: Students understand basic economic principles and use economic reasoning
skills to analyze the impact of economic systems (including the market economy) on individuals,
families, businesses, communities, and governments.
K-4 Benchmark IV-A: Understand that individuals, households, businesses, governments,
and societies make decisions that affect the distribution of resources and that these decisions are influenced by incentives (both economic and intrinsic).
K-4 Benchmark IV-B: Understand that economic systems impact the way individuals, households, businesses, governments, and societies make decisions about goods and services.
K-4 Benchmark IV-C: Understand the patterns and results of trade and exchange among individuals, households, businesses, governments, and societies, and their interdependent
qualities.
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5th-8th Grades
STRAND : History
Content Standard I: Students are able to identify important people and events in order to analyze
significant patterns, relationships, themes, ideas, beliefs, and turning points in New Mexico, United
States, and world history in order to understand the complexity of the human experience. Students
will:
5-8 Benchmark 1-B. United States: analyze and interpret major eras, events and individuals
from the periods of exploration and colonization through the civil war and reconstruction in
United States history.
5-8 Benchmark 1-C. World: compare and contrast major historical eras, events and figures
from ancient civilizations to the age of exploration.
5-8 Benchmark 1-D. Skills: research historical events and people from a variety of perspectives.
STRAND : Geography
Content Standard II: Students understand how physical, natural, and cultural processes influence
where people live, the ways in which people live, and how societies interact with one another and
their environments. Students will:
5-8 Benchmark 2-A: analyze and evaluate the characteristics and purposes of geographic
tools, knowledge, skills and perspectives and apply them to explain the past, present and
future in terms of patterns, events and issues.
5-8 Benchmark 2-B: explain the physical and human characteristics of places and use this
knowledge to define regions, their relationships with other regions, and their patterns of
change.
5-8 Benchmark 2-C: understand how human behavior impacts man-made and natural environments, recognize past and present results and predict potential changes.
5-8 Benchmark 2-E: explain how economic, political, cultural and social processes interact to
shape patterns of human populations and their interdependence, cooperation and conflict.
5-8 Benchmark 2-F: understand the effects of interactions between human and natural systems in terms of changes in meaning, use, distribution and relative importance of resources.
Strand: Economics
Content Standard IV: Students understand basic economic principles and use economic reasoning
skills to analyze the impact of economic systems (including the market economy) on individuals,
families, businesses, communities, and governments. Students will:
5-8 Benchmark 4-C: describe the patterns of trade and exchange in early societies and civilizations and explore the extent of their continuation in today’s world:
5-8 Benchmark 4-C: describe the patterns of trade and exchange in early societies and civilizations and explore the extent of their continuation in today’s world.
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9th-12th Grades
STRAND: History
Content Standard I: Students are able to identify important people and events in order to analyze
significant patterns, relationships, themes, ideas, beliefs, and turning points in New Mexico, United
States, and world history in order to understand the complexity of the human experience. Students
will:
9-12 benchmark 1-D. Skills: use critical thinking skills to understand and communicate perspectives of individuals, groups and societies from multiple contexts:
STRAND : Geography
Content Standard II: Students understand how physical, natural, and cultural processes influence
where people live, the ways in which people live, and how societies interact with one another and
their environments. Students will:
9-12 Benchmark 2-B: analyze natural and man-made characteristics of worldwide locales;
describe regions, their interrelationshipsand patterns of change.
9-12 Benchmark I2-C: analyze the impact of people, places and natural environments upon
the past and present in terms of our ability to plan for the future.
9-12 Benchmark 2-E: analyze and evaluate how economic, political, cultural and social processes interact to shape patterns of human populations and their interdependence, cooperation and conflict.
STRAND: Economics
Content Standard IV: Students understand basic economic principles and use economic reasoning
skills to analyze the impact of economic systems (including the market economy) on individuals,
families, businesses, communities, and governments. Students will:
9-12 Benchmark 4-A: analyze the ways individuals, households, businesses, governments
and societies make decisions, are influenced by incentives (economic and intrinsic) and the
availability and use of scarce resources, and that their choices involve costs and varying ways
of allocating.
9-12 Benchmark 4-B: analyze and evaluate how economic systems impact the way individuals, households, businesses, governments and societies make decisions about resources and
the production and distribution of goods and services.
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RESOURCES
The following pages provides additional information, including a bibliography of works cited, an
invitation for evaluatory feedback, and an additional, supplementary document.
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Evaluation
We welcome your comments, suggestions, thoughts, and critiques. If you would like to share
feedback regarding this curriculum project, please send an email to laii@unm.edu.
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Supplementary Documents
The following supplementary document is an excerpt from Joy Hakim’s A History US: The First
Americans, Prehistory-1600.
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